SUPER 7B BIG BORE

This precision equipment is imported directly from England by Blue Ridge. Shipments on a regular basis.

SPECIFICATIONS
- 7” swing over bed
- 19” or 31” between centers
- 14 spindle speeds
- M42.5 tpi spindle nose
- Hole through spindle 1.0236
- 3-1/2” center height
- Inch dial divisions
- 6-3/8” cross-slide travel
- MT4 spindle taper & tailstock barrel
- 19” - 220 lbs, 31” - 244 lbs

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
- Power cross feed
- Quick change gearbox
- Graduated leadscrew handwheel
- Thread dial indicator
- Built-in drive unit
- 3/4 HP motor and switch
- 6-3/4” diameter faceplate
- Screw cutting chart
- Fitted 4”-3-jaw chuck
- Service tools

#10/039 SUPER 7B 7” x 19” Lathe (short bed)
#10/041 SUPER 7B 7” x 31” Lathe (long bed)

Please call for current stock and prices. Due to fluctuations in exchange rate, prices will change from one shipment to next.

ACCESSORIES

#20/038 TRAY TOP CABINET STAND
For 19” lathes only, fitted with two mats, #20/024 deep tray, & #20/025 raising blocks.

#13859 SPLASH GUARD
For 19” lathes, for cabinet stand with deep tray only.

#20/024 DEEP TRAY
Fits #20/038 stand, prevents interference between tray top & hands, use #20/025 raising blocks

#20/025 RAISING BLOCKS
With jack screws (pair)

#80076 LEVELING MOUNTS
Set of 4, use with cabinet stand

3/4 HP MOTOR, 115/60/1

REVERSING SWITCH for motor

#1410 FOUR TOOL TURRET
Positive location in any one of eight positions. Use with 5/16” toolbit.

#11574 LATHE COVER, short bed. Made of polythene
#11575 LATHE COVER, long bed. Made of polythene

MANUALS
#82003 ML7-R
#82002 Super 7 (before power cross feed)
#82006 Quick Change Gearbox
#82001 Super 7
#M57LR Series 7

#76031 3-JAW DRILL CHUCK
#76033 ARBOR MT2 0-1/2”
#251-3002  Live Center

#76106 5” 4-Jaw Independent Chuck
With fitted backplate

#76107 6” 4-Jaw Independent
Myford-Toolmex Chuck
With threaded body

#40/072 4” 3-Jaw Universal Pratt-Burnerd Chuck
Fitted to backplate

#40/073 4” 3-Jaw Universal
Super Precision Pratt-Burnerd Chuck
With fitted backplate

#A3091 BACKPLATE
#70/1967 ADAPTER
Polished hardwood

#11554 COLLET CASE
#40/072  4” 4-Jaw Universal
Pratt-Burnerd Chuck
#40/073  4” 3-Jaw Universal
Pratt-Burnerd Chuck
With fitted backplate

#30/011 RAISING BLOCK
2-1/8” high, for vertical slide

#1495 DIVIDING ATTACHMENT
Mounts onto either the #20/248 or #20/250 swiveling vertical slide. With two division plates.

#11493/1 Plate 3 for divisions 61, 67, 73, 81, 83, 97
#11494/1 Plate 4 for divisions 53, 59, 71, 79, 88, 89, 99

Tailstock Die Holders
#33/045 Arbor
#33/046 13/16” die
#33/047 1” die

ANGLE PLATES
#11423 3” long
#11424 4” long
#11425 6” long

#80028 GREASE
Castrol container 500 gram

#11285 CHANGEWHEELS
Order by 11285 and teeth, i.e. 11285/20

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-872-6500
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